
This is a condensed version of the detailed training material for the Indiana Trauma Form.

1



You know you are on the “Demographics” tab when the tab is highlighted.  The information on the screen should be the same as what you see here.

2



There is a tool called “Date/Time Helper” that will allow you to capture the dates of specific activities all at once.  You can always go back and change 

this information as you complete the patient form, but it helps reduce the number of times you have to enter the date and time.

3



When you click on the purple clock icon, the “Auto Populate Data Fields” box appears.  To auto-populated the “Date Arrived in the ED/Acute Care” 

date and time, click on the title and you will see the Date and Time appear.  You can also manually enter each date and time. Once you are done, 

click “Submit”.

4



If “Other Race” is selected in the “Race” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to textually enter the patient’s race.

5



When the Postal Code is entered, it will auto-generate the patient’s city, county, and state.  You have the option to “Add to Favorite Locations” in 

order to make the ZIP code, city, county, and state a part of the “Favorite Locations” drop-down menu in the future.

6



The “Lookup” function allows you to search for information regarding the patient’s residential location based on the information you know. Once you 

enter the information you know, click the “Search” button and it will generate a list of options.    Clicking on the City will populate that information in 

to the run form.

7



Click the “Save and Continue” button to save the information just entered and to continue to the next tab.

8



If “Other” is selected in the “Work-Related” element, four new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain the 

occupation of the patient.

9



The “ICD-9 Code” element is the E-code used to describe the mechanism (or external factor) that caused the injury event.  The “Lookup” function 

helps you find an E-code.

10



The “Lookup” function allows you to: 1) Search by code 2) Browse by Category or 3) Choose from the Top Selected Codes

When you click on “Browse by Category”, you can select from a series of drop-down menus until you find the E-code you are looking for.

11



When you click on “Search by Code”, you can type in key words to help you find the E-code you are looking for.

12



When you click on “Top Selected Codes”, you are shown a list of the most frequent E-Codes used in the Indiana Patient Registry that can help you find 

the E-code you are looking for.

13



Once you have entered multiple E-codes, you can change the order of the E-codes by clicking and dragging the black arrows on the left-hand side of 

th screen.  Remember that the first E-code listed will be considered the Primary E-Code (primary mechanism that caused the injury event).

Delete an E-Code by clicking on the red X Icon on the right-hand side of the screen.

When you change the order of the E-codes, click the “Save Order” button in order to save the changes you just made.

14



If “Yes” is selected in the “Airbag Present” element, four new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain which 

Airbag Deployed.  These are national data elements.

15



If “Yes” is selected in the “Child Restraint” element, four new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain what type 

of Child Restraint was in use.  These are national data elements.

16



If “Yes” is selected in the “Other” element, one new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain in a text format what 

type of protective equipment was in use.

17



The “EMS Service Lookup” function allows you to search for information regarding EMS Services.

18



Once you enter the information you know, click the “Search” button and it will generate a list of options.  

Once you enter the information you know, click the “Search” button and it will generate a list of options.  Clicking on the Service Name will populate 

that information in to the run form.

19



The “Add Medications” element is where medications given to the patient while under the care of EMS are listed.  

20



The “Add Medications” element is where medications given to the patient while under the care of EMS are listed.  When you click on the “Add 

Medications” button, it pulls up a list of medications to choose from.  You can select multiple boxes that apply to the patient. When you are done 

selecting medications, click the “Save” button to return to the main Pre-Hospital Screen.

21



Once you have entered the specific information regarding the EMS Run, click “Add EMS Run” to save the information.  Please note that you must 

enter a Unit Notified Date” in order to save the Unit Notified Time, Arrive Scene Time, or Leave Scene Time.

22



Once you have clicked “Add EMS Run”, the screen will refresh and you will see a yellow box in the middle of the screen.  On the left-hand side of the 

screen there is an EKG icon that allows you to add Pre-Hospital vitals.  The clipboard and pencil icon allows you to edit Pre-Hospital vitals.

23



The “Vitals Date” element can also be auto-populated by clicking on the Green Arrow titled “Populate from Date Arrived in ED” if the date is the same 

for first vitals recorded and ED arrival.

24



If “Died” is selected in the “ED Disposition” element, one new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain the details 

of the death.

25



If “Operating Room” is selected in the “ED Disposition” element, one new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain 

the details of the disposition in the Operating Room.  

26



If “Transferred to Another Hospital” is selected in the “ED Disposition” element, four new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to 

further explain the details of the transfer.  

27



If “Other” is selected in the “Reason for Transfer Delay” element, one new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to further explain 

why the transfer was delayed.  

28



On the left-hand side of the screen there is an EKG icon that allows you to edit the ED/Hospital vitals.  If you change any of the information, click the 

“Save” button and the screen will refresh and show the updated information in the middle of the screen.  Once you have entered sets of vital signs 

taken, you can change the order of the vital signs by clicking and dragging the black arrows on the left-hand side of the screen. 

29



If “Yes” is selected in the “Alcohol Use Indicator” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to numerically enter the 

patient’s Blood Alcohol Content (BAC).

30



If “Yes” is selected in the “Drug Use Indicator” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to select the drugs present 

when drug screening was performed in the ED.  

31



The “Add Drug” element is where drugs that could be present in the patient’s system are listed.  When you click on the “Add Drug” button, it pulls up 

a list of drugs to choose from.  You can select multiple boxes that apply to the patient.  When you are done selecting drugs, click the “Save” button to 

return to the main Initial Assessment Screen.

32



ICD-9 Codes are used to auto-generate additional calculated fields: Abbreviated Injury Scale (6 body regions), Injury Severity Score, Probability of 

Survival, and the New Injury Severity Score

33



The “ICD-9 Code” element is the diagnoses related to all identified injuries.  The “ICD9 Lookup” function helps you find an ICD-9 Code.

34



The “ICD9 Lookup” function allows you to: 1) Search by code 2) Browse by Category 3) Choose from the Top Selected Codes or 4)ICD-9 Match

When you click on “Top Selected Codes”, you are shown a list of the most frequent ICD-9 Codes used in the Indiana Patient Registry that can help you 

find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

35



When you click on “Search by Code”, you can type in key words to help you find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

36



When you click on “Browse by Category”, you can select from a series of drop-down menus until you find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

37



When you click on “ICD-9 Match”, if you have entered an AIS code but do not know the ICD-9 Code, this tab will help you find the ICD-9 Code you are 

looking for.

38



The “AIS” element is the Abbreviated Injury Scale predot codes that reflect the patient’s injuries.  This is a National Data Element.

The “AIS” element is the Abbreviated Injury Scale predot codes that reflect the patient’s injuries.  The “AIS Lookup” function helps you find an AIS 

Code.

39



The “AIS Lookup” function allows you to: 1) look at Historical Data 2) Search Codes 3) Browse Codes or 4) AIS Matches

When you click on “AIS Matches”, if you have entered an ICD-9 Code but do not know the AIS Code, this tab will help you find the AIS Code you are 

looking for.

40



When you click on “Historical Data”, you can look at AIS codes used previously for the ICD-9 Codes in the incident form.

41



When you click on “Search Codes”, you can type in key words to help you find the AIS Code you are looking for.

42



When you click on “Browse Codes”, you can select from a series of folders until you find the AIS Code you are looking for.

43



The “ICD-9 Code” element is the operative and essential procedures conducted during the patient’s hospital stay.  The “Lookup” function helps you 

find an ICD-9 Code.

44



The “Lookup” function allows you to: 1) Search by code 2) Browse by Category or 3) Choose from the Top Selected Codes

When you click on “Browse by Category”, you can select from a series of drop-down menus until you find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

45



When you click on “Search by Code”, you can type in key words to help you find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

46



When you click on “Top Selected Codes”, you are shown a list of the most frequent ICD-9 Codes used in the Indiana Patient Registry that can help you 

find the ICD-9 Code you are looking for.

47



Once you select the general complication, select an option from the additional drop-down menu that defines the complication further.  This is a 

National Data Element.

48



If “Other” is selected in the “Primary Method of Payment” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to textually enter 

the billing source.

49



If “Expired” is selected in the “Hospital Discharge Disposition” element, eight new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to enter 

additional information regarding the patient’s death.  

50



If “Other” is selected in the “Death Circumstance” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will allow you to textually enter the 

cause of death.

51



If “Acute Care Hospital” is selected in the “Hospital Discharge Disposition” element, three new data elements will appear on the form that will allow 

you to enter additional information regarding the patient’s death.  

52



If “Other” is selected in the “Hospital Transferred To” element, three new data elements will appear on the form that will allow you to enter 

additional information regarding the hospital the patient was transferred to.  

53



If “Rehab or Long-Term Facility” is selected in the “Hospital Discharge Disposition” element, a new data element will appear on the form that will 

allow you to select the name of the facility the patient was transferred to.

54


